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● In this project, we want to find a model to analyze the language proficiency of 8th-
12th grade English Language Learners (ELLs) by grading their writing (text) from six 
measures : cohesion, syntax, vocabulary, phraseology, grammar and conventions with 
the rubric score from 1-5.

○ The resulting tools could serve teachers by alleviating the grading burden, and support ELLs by 
ensuring their work is evaluated within the context of their current language level.

● Evaluation Metric: Mean column-wise root mean squared error

Problem Description

where 𝑁𝑡 is the number of scored ground truth target columns; 𝑦 and ŷ are the actual 
and predicted values.
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Modeling Approach

XGBoost RegressionBERT+XGBoost: BERT Tokenizer

Partial LSTM Decoder Dense Output LayerBERT+LSTM: BERT Encoding

Baseline: Mean of scores from train set

80/20 train test split on 3911 essays



Model-Grammar (Partial Model on Grammar Column): 

Train BERT Sequence Classification Model on the Corpus of Linguistic Acceptability 
(CoLA) dataset as single sentence grammar checker

Preprocess with this pretrained model to get ratio of grammatically correct sentences 
for each essay in the train set

XGBoost Regression using the preprocessed data on grammar column

BERT+XGBoost&Model-Grammar: train cohesion, syntax, vocabulary, phraseology 
and conventions with BERT+XGBoost Model and train grammar with Model-Grammar



DeBERTa + Mean Pooling

● DeBERTa is a transformer model that improves on BERT and RoBERTa with two 
techniques: disentangled attention mechanism and enhanced mask decoder. 

● Disentangled attention mechanism: Each word is represented using two vectors that 
encode its content and position.

● Differs from BERT where we just have one vector which is the sum of the content 
embedding and position embedding.

● DeBerta attention mechanism computes the pairwise attention weights of content and 
position embeddings (BERT has only one attention weight for each pair of words)

● Enhanced mask decoder is not used here.

DeBERTa Mean Pooling last hidden state Dense Output Layer



Essay



Results

Baseline BERT+LSTM BERT+XGBoost
BERT+XGBoost

&Model-Grammar Deberta+Pooling

MCRMSE 0.6586 0.9631 0.6522 0.6194 0.4436

Grammar Baseline Model-Grammar

RMSE 0.6938 0.5185

improvement of MCRMSE: 32.6%



Takeaway and Future Work

● Column-wise preprocessing and training
● Get around skewness/imbalance of data; improve predictability of extreme scores
● Improve accuracy of grammar checker model for single sentence
● More extensive training using BERT (requires more computing resources)
● More variation of pooling like LSTM pooling, attention pooling, weighted layer 

pooling, etc
● Better model: output feature importance and provide detailed feedback on the essay


